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Reading the lineup is key to maximizing one's surfing opportunity. Having solid objects on land to line up and hold
one's position is essential in light of the shifting nature of the ocean. Similarly, leaders within Christian Surfers
need solid, unchanging principles to hold them in position so they can maximize their ministry opportunities. The
Leadership Lineup features unchanging leadership principles to keep you, and the ministry you lead, in peak
position.

Core Value: Serving
by Brett Davis

When difficulties come, perhaps the most helpful tool the leader has is to address the situation is by their core
values. Core values are common principles and practices shared by a group that act as an inner compass by which
they can measure their direction and whether there has been any deviation from it.

It is somewhat easy to choose between something bad and good, but much more difficult to discern between many
good things that can't all be done. Good leaders ask 'why', whilst the workers ask 'what'.

A vision statement contains WHY we exist,
A mission statement contains WHAT we do,
The core values contain HOW we go about this as a group.

"A group does not define its core values, the core values define the group."

We will look historically at where the CS Core Values have come from, with some extracts from the upcoming CS
history book 'Groundswell'. 'Groundswell' is the story of ordinary people in their ordinary circumstances trusting God
to do the extraordinary. It will be published and released globally at the CS International Conference in Hawaii,
November 2012. This Leadership Lineup looks at the Core Value of 'Serving':

"SERVING - We have ministry based on relationships of trust earned by service as key to all ministry and
leadership."

This core value has not come about in a vacuum, but rather in real situations, even painful ones, as BD recalls:

"As I considered my suitability for full-time ministry I was plagued with so many questions. It was 1983 and I was
only 23 years old. Many of the other key leaders of our emerging Christian Surfers Australia were so much older -
sometimes as old as 30! I hadn't been to Bible College and had no formal qualifications. I was not a loud 'up front'
guy. I hadn't really even been a Christian that long. Finally, and most pointedly, I was not like the other Christians I
knew in full-time ministry. I felt inferior, ungodly, unskilled and...ordinary.

Ordinary.
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That word plagued me. Ordinary Christians don't go into full-time ministry. That is for extraordinary Christians. 

As well as myself, another guy was also suggested as a potential national leader from one of our Sydney groups.
Kerry was very different to me and there was a suggestion that I would bring 'order' to the movement, but he would
bring 'fire'! Some were lobbying for me to become the leader; others lobbied for Kerry. It was my first naive
experience of 'politics'. I was dismayed at the situation but felt that despite the many strengths Kerry had it would
polarise our movement to have such an extreme Pentecostal Christian as its national leader.

The turmoil within me and within our fledgling organisation went on for another year after major tensions in our first
conference. It would get worse before it got better. Having seen how God was moving at our Easter Conference, a
Gold Coast pastor who had attended by the name of Bill Pryor organised a similar conference on the Gold Coast
later that year and he invited me to speak. The cracks within our emerging movement were obvious as during a talk
on 'unity', an 'anointing' came over another speaker who threw his notes away and preached on every divisive
doctrine! Again, the pressure rose and whilst I was advocating for a more balanced, inclusive approach, I felt
outnumbered on the Pentecostal-flavoured Gold Coast. Still, it was an inspiring conference and a highlight was
seeing the new event at Burleigh Heads - the Jesus Surf Classic - a Christian alternative to the 'Stubbies'. It got
coverage on prime-time TV and the Saturday night outreach brought in over 1000 people.

It was during the '83 JSC that an afternoon meeting of key CS representatives was called to discuss further the
national leadership of CSA. With no authority, no structure and no system by which we could make this call, nothing
had been decided since Easter and the pressure was mounting. It soon became apparent some were lobbying for
Kerry to take on leadership of CSA. I was grieved. I was scared of leadership and an official title, but I was even
more scared of a form of radical Pentecostalism that I thought was splitting the movement.
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Over the course of the meeting, a clear image emerged in my mind. It was of Jesus washing his disciples' feet. I
found some comfort in this metaphorical image of servant-hood, but increasingly and uncomfortably began to sense
that God was saying something more.

Like, he wanted me to wash feet. Literally.

My doubts quickly rose. This would be embarrassing, theatrical and awkward. I said I was willing to serve in the
spirit of 'washing feet', but would I actually wash feet? Could I claim one without the other? I felt flushed and sick.
During a break, and with pounding heart and clenched teeth, I grabbed a bowl, water and towel and put them under
my chair.

The meeting regrouped, and when it was my turn to speak I stammered out something clunky about wanting to
bring unity through service, and not alienate anyone. I got teary and then said all I really wanted to do was to wash
feet.

With that, I got the bowl and turned to Trevor Salisbury from Maroubra CS, who I barely knew, and began washing
his feet. I felt self-conscious and emotional.

It was very quiet.

I don't really remember all that followed. Some met my eye and nodded. Others I'm sure were embarrassed and
wanted the whole thing to end. But God did something, and I was encouraged to pursue the national leadership by
everyone, including my Pentecostal friends.

At this stage of our history, the value of service as a means of building trust was anchored as one of our core
values.

There are many ways of influencing people and getting things done. They can be bullied and intimidated or flattered
and manipulated. Neither are God's ways. Trust is the key. Service earns trust. Trust leads to cooperation.
Cooperation enables things to happen smoothly.

Jesus said, "You know that the rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them, and their high officials exercise authority
over them. Not so with you. Instead, whoever wants to become great among you must be your servant, and
whoever wants to be first must be your slave - just as the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and
to give his life as a ransom for many." (Matt 20:25-28)

Surfing can be a selfish sport and lifestyle. It's great to see the growth of corporate responsibility and the growing
social conscience of surfing. Surf aid related groups are springing up everywhere as surfers seek to 'give something
back'.

CS quickly learnt to posture ourselves as 'serving' when it came to our relationship with other surfing organizations
and causes. Whether a local boardriders club, a regional surfing championship, the ASP, or a secular surf aid
fundraiser. We don't necessarily have to be as good at what they do, but we can serve as well as Jesus did.

How is the 'trust factor' in your dealings within your CS group and outside in the wider surfing community?
Do you and your CS mission have a reputation for serving?
What can you do to serve that will make a difference?

Serving is a CS Core Value for good reason.

All material remains the right of Christian Surfers International and no changes may be made without the consent of
the CSI office.
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